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Staying the course – social travel service Minube raises $1.4M
Social travel websites were appearing on the scene in 2007 at a similar rate to flash sale startups – in other
words: perhaps one or two every month.
Minube has managed to buck the trend of those that arrived and disappeared within just a few years (or
even less) and claims to attracted one million registered users since its launch six years ago.
Some 45 million visits a year to its desktop and mobile applications has obviously stirred something in the
investment world as the Spainbase has attracted $1.4 million (Euro 1 million) from existing
investor Sputnik Ventures alongside new partners Kibo Ventures and Bonsai Venture Capital.
CEO and founder, Raúl Jiménez, says:
“Modern travelers have an enormous amount of online resources to choose from when
planning their trips. Differentiation is the key, and we’ve creating something unique and
different and are striving to become a point of reference among travelers.
“The entrance of our new investors has reaffirmed the fact that our goal of revolutionizing the
travel industry via social travel is possible and viable. We’ve creating a phenomenal site
where travelers’ recommendations have real credibility and value for other users, whether
they’re still in the planning phase or even comparing prices and booking their trips.”
Minube says it will use the injection of capital to continue expanding internationally, with 2014 expecting
to see a rollout into Latin America, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe.
The company claims to have seen two million downloads of its app (iOS6, Android and Windows) and
roughly 40% of its overall traffic comes via a device.
Users have uploaded 1.3 million photos to site from 580,000 points of interest.
Revenue for the site is captured online ads and from referrals to third party sites for flights and hotels
(Booking.com, for example)
http://www.tnooz.com/article/socialtravelminuberaises
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About the Writer :: Kevin May
Kevin May is a senior editor and one of the cofounders at Tnooz in 2009. He was previously editor of
UKbased magazine Travolution and web editor of Media Week UK from 2003 to 2005.
He has worked in regional newspapers (Essex Enquirer) and started his career in journalism at the Police
Gazette at New Scotland Yard in London. He has a degree in criminology, a postgraduate diploma in
magazine journalism and publishes his first book  a biography about electronic band, Depeche Mode  in
2015.

Comments

Huh? The reported traffic numbers are baffling. If 60% of their traffic is from the web, you’d expect
a heck of a lot higher Alexa ranking than 221,000!
1 year ago

Ian
I don’t believe the numbers of visitors
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